MEDWAY AMATEUR BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
TRAVEL PROGRAM
Mission Statement
It is the mission on the Medway Amateur Basketball Association (MABA) Travel Basketball Program to
provide the children of Medway with the opportunity to play basketball in a competitive environment which
focuses on fun, fairness, sportsmanship, teamwork, individual skill development and personal
commitment.
In its actions and decision-making, the Travel Basketball Program shall reflect the following principles and
expectations:


The health, safety, well-being and self-esteem of our players are our biggest priorities.



Player development, sportsmanship, teamwork, compliance with the rules of the game and the
rules established by MABA, and respect for players, coaches, referees, and public property shall
take priority over winning.



The evaluation of players, assignment of team rosters, and team size shall be based on a fair,
honest, and objective process which:



o

In the early stages of development (i.e. grades 4 and 5), maximizes player participation
and creates skill-equivalent teams that reflect a balanced distribution of critical player
attributes such as height and ball-handling skills (i.e. the so-called “Blue Team / White
Team” approach); and

o

In the later stages of development (i.e. grades 6 through 8) teams will be formed by a
competitive skill ranked process (i.e. the so-called “A Team / B Team” approach) such
that the A and B teams are composed of the highest ranked position players with
consideration of division placement.

Our coaches - who are volunteers and deserving of our gratitude and respect for their
commitment to the youth of Medway - shall be teachers of the game and role models for our
players.

As is the case in any competitive athletic endeavor, the winning of games is an important component of
the Travel Basketball Program. However, the pursuit of that outcome must be undertaken within the spirit
and intent of the framework described above.
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